
The semi-automatic A+ A3P is a slim and 
compact benchtop pneumatic underpinner is 
designed for the small to medium sized picture 
framer. Foot pedal operation includes a fully 
adjustable top clamp and rebate clamp for a solid, 
secure hold on the join. 

A3-P
Made in Italy, the A+ A3P also features a durable 
nail driver for trouble-free operation which can 
handle 7, 10, and 15mm wedges, with the secure 
ability to stack wedges in mouldings up to 150mm 
wide and 100mm high. 



A+ A3P Specifications:
Machine Width 480mm
Machine Depth 320mm
Machine Height 380mm
Machine Weight 35kg
Frame Join Width 6mm - 150mm
Frame Join Height 6mm - 100mm
Pressure Requirements 3-6 Bar
Wedge Type ‘AL’ Style 11mm 
Wedge Storage Capacity 220

Adjustable Flip-up Safety 
Protection Shield

The durable and compact A3-P Semi-Automatic Underpinner allows 
the user to set the production stops front and rear for nail insertion 
positions. The moulding corner is then moved across the nail head and 
the nails are inserted or stacked anywhere along the join. The nails are 
inserted using the dual-action pneumatic foot pedal.

Features:
•	Adjustable	Pneumatic	Top	Clamp - Pulled down by two pistons for 

maximum stability, the user can quickly adjust position and height, 
with magnetic interchangeable clamping pads.  

•	Adjustable	Horizontal	Pneumatic	Rebate	Clamp. 
•	Compact	Space-Saving	Profile	- ideal for integrating into work 

benches. 
•	Dual-Action	Pneumatic	Foot	Pedal	- First stage is clamping and nail 

position, second stage is nail insertion. Ideal for faster joining cycles. 
•	Pneumatic	Fence	Position	Clamp	- Securely locks the nail firing 

position to confidently allow for nail stacking in any location. Ideal 
for harder timbers.

•	Pneumatic	Nail	Loader	- Firmly pushes nails forward into firing 
mechanism reducing nail jams. 

•	Solid	Nail	Driver - for years of trouble-free operation. 
•	Uses	Affordable	V-Nail	Strips	- Reload nail strips in 7, 10, and 15mm, 

both softwood and hardwood, by changing the changeable nail claw 
heads (included). 

•	Made	in	Italy - Quality construction and made to last. 
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